Reputation systems provide a form of social control and reveal behaviour patterns in the uncertain and riskladen environment of the open Internet. However, proposed reputation systems typically focus on the effectiveness and accuracy of reputation management, and suffer from a number of common vulnerabilities. As a result, introducing reputation management into the business environment may only replace the problems it hopes to solve with new issues. This paper aims to improve the security and robustness of reputation systems through 1) identifying the basic requirements in that area, 2) analyzing existing reputation systems for eCommerce and a handful of other environments to compare their design choices and solutions provided, and 3) compiling a number of topical practices into guidelines for future research and development of reputation systems.
Introduction
Creating sustainable social environments on the Internet, for electronic commerce and other forms of collaboration, has changed the role of software in interactions. Securing systems against the uncertainty and risk in these open collaboration environments requires software-based support for social control, and reputation systems have been proposed to cater for this need [33] , [57] . Reputation systems present expectations of a participant's future actions based on its past behaviour. These expectations can be used to support or to automate decisions on e.g. whether to collaborate with the participant, to engage in a commercial transaction with it, or to rely on information provided by it. Reputation-based trust systems utilize reputation information, but can include additional factors, such as business incentives, in the decisions to reflect a more general willingness to collaborate. In addition to helping people to decide whom to trust, reputation systems encourage trustworthy behaviour and deter dishonest participation [57] .
While electronic marketplaces and e-Commerce form a major application area for reputation systems, notable reputation research has also been made in the context of collaboration in peer-to-peer networks and a number of other areas, such as routing in mobile ad hoc networks, or ensuring data accuracy, relevance and quality in different application environments [1] , [4] , [23] , [53] .
Security and robustness have been identified as pivotal challenges in the design and development of reputation systems [30] , [37] , [46] , [47] . As the reputation system mediates trust between its users, it must itself be trusted to support good decisions through accurate and relevant information. What many proposed reputation systems have in common, however, is a number of basic vulnerabilities that appear to primarily result from lack of attention to a number of key requirements. While studies have been made on specific attacks against reputation systems already (e.g. [19] , [27] ), it is time to focus on addressing the larger-scale vulnerabilities that enable the different kinds of attacks. For that purpose, we define what the security and robustness requirements for reputation systems are, and identify some topical practices in implementing them from the literature. These solutions must in turn be set both in the context of the major design choices and goals of the systems applying them, and the context of the application areas, be it e-Commerce, peer-to-peer collaboration or something else. In this way, we can analyze the applicability of the presented solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related survey work. Section 3 defines six basic security and robustness requirements for reputation systems. Section 4 focuses on the design choice context of different solutions, presenting a decomposition of reputation systems into three dimensions: dissemination, calculation and evolution. Section 5 presents relevant attacks, as well as some proposed defense mechanisms for each of the six different vulnerabilities that follow from neglecting one or more of the requirements from Section 3. Section 6 discusses solutions for the requirements in the context of their application areas. Section 7 compiles a list of topical practices we have identified for addressing common vulnerabilities in reputation systems. Section 8 concludes the paper.
Related Work
In recent years, a number of surveys have been published on trust and reputation systems. Partly due to the crossdisciplinary nature and relative immaturity of the field, we have yet to see systematic literature reviews as defined by Kitchenham et al. [39] : the terminology is still quite mixed [62] , making system categorization and comparison difficult, and publication forums are still evolving, meaning that publications representing considerable advances in the field are scattered across a number of conferences, workshops, journals and theses more often chosen for representing a specific application area than reputation systems. Our own literature review has been similarly ad hoc out of necessity, selecting a set of 20 reasonably well-known and widely cited systems from the years 2002-2010 for closer analysis. We extend the studied literature with proposals from a number of other studies that e.g. were not directly comparable to the example set due to solving different partial problems. We return to the selected systems in the next section.
Artz and Gil provide a survey on trust research from a broad perspective [6] . They categorize trust research into four classes, namely policy-based trust, reputation-based trust, general models of trust, and trust in information resources. Within this classification, our work focuses on reputation-based trust systems. We primarily distinguish between reputation systems and trust systems in that the former draw a decision primarily from reputation data, while a trust system is more general and may model various inputs, such as the business importance of the decision, or the requester's certificate-proven membership in a trusted group (e.g. [7] ). In other words, trust systems measure the decision-maker's willingness to depend, while reputation systems measure an expectation of good outcomes based on information on the target actor's past behaviour. The former can influence the latter, which is why a number of reputation-based trust systems can be argued to belong to either category. Systems that only present the reputation information as a decision aid to a user, or as input to external decision systems, are most clearly distinguishable as pure reputation systems.
Jøsang et al. study the state of the art in trust and reputation systems [33] . Their work concentrates on live, online reputation systems in various application areas, and they also argue that current reputation systems are far from robust. Our work mainly considers reputation systems proposed in the literature, and presents guidelines for building more secure and robust reputation systems.
Ruohomaa et al. analyze the maturity of reputation systems from the point of view of how they support credibility analysis of reputation information [65] . The decomposition consists of recommendation creation and content, selection and use of recommenders, and reasoning and interpretation of the result. Credibility analysis is encompassed within one of the six security and robustness requirements we have identified, so the survey provides a more specialized study into one of our subtopics.
Hoffman et al. survey reputation systems from three points of view: through a decomposition framework dividing the systems to three dimensions of formulation, calculation and dissemination, through weakness against reputation manipulation and denial of service attacks, and through defense strategies against a few attack types [27] . The dimensions, weaknesses and defense strategies form three separate tracks in the paper. In contrast, our work binds common vulnerabilities to a set of security and robustness requirements, presenting attacks and proposed defenses in this context as well as the context of the application areas. In addition, we focus on more general guidelines than specific defenses against attacks: while it is valuable to know different behaviour patterns that can constitute a reputation attack, it is more fruitful to primarily address the underlying issues rather than concentrate effort to specialized defenses separately.
Robustness and Security Requirements
In this section, we define six security and robustness requirements for reputation systems. Failure to fulfil one or more of these basic requirements gives rise to the common vulnerabilities we present in more detail in Section 5. The severity of a vulnerability depends partially on the target application environment, which we will return to in Section 6. However, for any serious e-Commerce target application, all requirements must be met. The following six requirements can be divided into two categories: the first three tie into the reputation system on a lower level, while the last three tie into the computation of reputation scores and decision-making, i.e. the reputation metric.
Req. 1 -Message authenticity, integrity and confidentiality: As reputation systems are based on reputation information sharing, message security is integral to the functioning of the system. In the e-Commerce setting, this typically translates to message authenticity, integrity and confidentiality: if the credibility of the reputation information source is to be considered, it must be reliably known; the information must not be tampered with on the way; and, for limiting retaliation and reciprocity, the information must not be leaked to other actors than the ones specified in the system.
Req. 2 -Tamper-proofing and availability of stored reputation information:
Reputation information can be stored either locally by the node making a decision, or externally, on a central server or distributed among a network of peers. In the case of external storage, it is essential to ensure that the information cannot be tampered with by third parties, and that it is available at decision time.
Req. 3 -Leverage-balanced identity management: Identity management must be set up in a way that prevents a specific actor from boosting their leverage in the reputation system without limit by creating new identities. There are two ways to approach this requirement: either by ensuring that multiple identities do not directly translate to increased leverage, or by balancing the cost of multiple identities with the leverage gained.
Req. 4 -Context-aware decision making:
The reputation system should support making different decisions in different contexts, and be able to differentiate reputation information by the transactions it represents. While a reputation system can be implemented for an environment where all decisions and outcomes are genuinely equal in importance, in the e-Commerce setting this is seldom the case: there are transactions that have considerably higher value than others, or the suitability of a transaction partner for a specific task is not a given. As the value-based Req. 6 -Incongruity management in reputation evolution: Reputation information concerning past behaviour is used to try to predict future behaviour. However, the assumption on how these two are connected is sometimes violated, and the reputation system should be prepared to react to this kind of incongruity. As a simple example, the reputation system should be quick to drop the reputation of a previously well-behaved actor, if it begins to defect in its transactions. In the other extreme, an honest user's good reputation should be protected from misinformation, and one-time accidents should be treated with more forgiveness than consistent bad behaviour, unless they both actually indicate that the actor is no longer worth collaborating with. Naturally, in order to meet this requirement, a reputation system must somehow address reputation evolution, rather than considering it static; Section 4.3 discusses the topic further.
In the following section, we provide a context for these requirements by comparing the design choices made in 20 reputation systems. Some examples of different, novel approaches are provided from other systems as well, when they provide additional insight.
Our comparison covers the following reputation systems: Beta [32] , eBay (Site 1), FuzzyTrust [71] , PeerTrust [81] , REGRET [66] , Tran's [76] , Travos [54] , Trunits [36] , TrustGuard [72] , Credence [78] , EigenTrust [35] , NICE [68] , PET [44] , PowerTrust [87] , P2PRep [5] , Scrivener [52] , SuperTrust [17] , TrustMe [70] , Buchegger's [8] , and Li's [42] .
These systems broadly represent three application areas: transactions in electronic marketplaces (Beta, eBay, FuzzyTrust, PeerTrust, REGRET, Tran's, Travos, Trunits and TrustGuard), collaboration in peer-to-peer networks (Credence, EigenTrust, NICE, PET, PowerTrust, P2PRep, Scrivener, SuperTrust and TrustMe), and routing in mobile ad hoc networks (Buchegger's and Li's). The systems cover a wide range of research areas of reputation systems; eBay is an implemented commercial reputation system included here for comparison.
Decomposition of Reputation Systems
In this section, we present our three-dimensional decomposition of reputation systems, in order to better understand the context of the requirements we proposed in the previous section, and the attacks and defenses in the next section. Although there are different reputation models and algorithms for a wide range of situations, the data used and the high-level output of reputation systems are not that different [38] . The overall reputation management process can be divided into three dimensions: 1) dissemination, which contains the communication of reputation information between participants in the system; 2) calculation, which takes the information collected by the first dimension as input and produces a decision as its output; and 3) evolution, which encompasses the updating of reputation information after an interaction occurs. The evolution dimension is often omitted in the existing literature. However, this dimension provides the important feedback loop that allows reputation systems to learn from new experiences, and is therefore also open to some of the most important weaknesses for reputation systems, such as issues with the fairness and the up-to-dateness of reputation information.
Dissemination
The dissemination of reputation information within the reputation system allows participants to learn from the experiences of others. While first-hand experiences are most reliable [44] , [66] , [67] , they are not always available at the time of a decision. To reflect the possibility that shared information can be inaccurate, third-party information is typically given less weight in decisions [54] . Despite possible inaccuracies, information sharing allows misbehaviour to be punished by everyone in the system rather than just by the victim.
The dissemination process begins either when a user receives a request for recommendations (the "pull" approach, in e.g. HTrust [10] ), or from an internal trigger to actively send out new information (the "push" approach, in e.g. eBay [55] ). The recommending user then takes its local experiences and either preprocesses them into an overall opinion or prepares to send them out as single experiences or ratings, according to the defined format of recommendations in the system. It then follows the reputation system protocol to send the recommendation to the actor in charge of aggregating the results. Aggregation can be centrally performed by the reputation system or distributed by each actor making a decision [12] . In addition, mediators may be involved to forward recommendations in the network [65] .
The information format contains two central variables: the metric used, and the format the disseminated recommendation takes. The dissemination protocol, in turn, is affected by the structure of the underlying network of users, and a possible overlay network structuring the peer-to-peer environment. Table 1 summarizes these aspects. [32] continuous centralized none counters eBay [55] discrete centralized none rating FuzzyTrust [71] continuous decentralized DHT rating PeerTrust [81] continuous decentralized DHT rating REGRET [66] continuous decentralized none aggregated Tran's [76] continuous decentralized none unspecified Travos [54] continuous decentralized none counters Trunits [36] N/A centralized none unspecified TrustGuard [72] continuous decentralized none unspecified Credence [78] discrete decentralized none rating EigenTrust [35] continuous decentralized DHT aggregated NICE [68] continuous decentralized none unspecified PET [44] continuous decentralized none aggregated PowerTrust [87] continuous decentralized DHT aggregated P2PRep [5] continuous decentralized none aggregated Scrivener [52] discrete decentralized DHT unspecified SuperTrust [17] N/A hybrid none unspecified TrustMe [70] N/A centralized none unspecified Buchegger's [8] continuous decentralized none aggregated Li's [42] continuous decentralized none aggregated
The reputation metric sets the scale for expressing reputation. Many systems, including REGRET [66] and PeerTrust [81] , use a continuous reputation metric, while some use a discrete metric (eBay [55] , Scrivener [52] , and Credence [78] ). While a discrete metric is easy to understand for users, continuous variables are algorithmically simpler to handle.
The structure of many cited systems is decentralized, where all nodes make decisions on their own. For the handful of systems we categorize as centralized solutions, some services are provided by a central server. TrustMe [70] , for example, relies on a central server to assign unforgeable identities, but reputation information dissemination is distributed. The hybrid approach of SuperTrust [17] includes a network of supernodes for storing ratings.
An overlay network helps manage the challenges with distributed information storage and dissemination. While most peer-to-peer systems on the Internet are unstructured [86] , [87] , several of the surveyed systems apply a distributed hash table (DHT) overlay (see e.g. [73] ) to organize information stored by the peers.
The format of the recommendation can be single-transaction ratings or some form of aggregated value; there is a tradeoff between transparency and communication efficiency here. A set of ratings expressed as counters of satisfied and unsatisfied interactions (Beta [32] and Travos [54] ) forms a special case of aggregation, which loses timing information. Other forms of aggregation include weighted averages of ratings (Regret [66] , P2PRep [5] ). Some systems, such as NICE [68] , use generic opinions which have no direct relationship to transactions, or do not specify a standard recommendation format. Finally, while most systems use only their own first-hand experiences to produce recommendations, PET [44] uses an aggregated value of both first-hand and indirect information as its recommendation. When only first-hand information is used in recommendations, there is no risk of multiplying the input of a single experience by repetition [34] .
Several systems specify a detailed dissemination protocol that aims to protect a specific desirable aspect in the system. Anonymity is a particular goal reflected in the protocols of TrustMe [70] , SuperTrust [17] and P2PRep [5] . As reputation systems are a privacy tradeoff to begin with, sustaining some anonymity and user privacy are considered specialized targets for protection within the surveyed systems.
Dissemination is vulnerable to outside attacks. These can be mounted on the message level to prevent the propagation of experiences unfavorable to the attackers. Further attacks can be aimed to eliminate the negative information after dissemination by invading the storage nodes. We will give some specific examples of these possibilities in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.
Calculation
The reputation calculation dimension focuses on the decision-making support provided by reputation systems. The information collected from the first dimension is brought together with first-hand experiences to form a decision on
The most central aspect of the calculation dimension is the algorithmic approach taken. In addition, specific aspects of the calculation vary between systems: whether both positive and negative trust (distrust) are modelled, whether confidence in the resulting trust value or decision is modelled, whether the context of the trust decision is considered, and whether the credibility of third-party recommendations is analyzed. These aspects are summarized in Table 2 . [32] probabilistic both None none content eBay [55] counting both None none N/A FuzzyTrust [71] fuzzy no distrust None none content PeerTrust [81] counting no distrust None value content REGRET [66] fuzzy, counting both knowledge, variability value/quality/time content Tran's [76] other both None value/quality N/A Travos [54] probabilistic both statistical analysis none content Trunits [36] other N/A None value N/A TrustGuard [72] counting N/A None none content Credence [78] flow both None none source EigenTrust [35] flow both None none content NICE [68] flow both None none content PET [44] counting both None none N/A PowerTrust [87] flow no distrust None none content P2PRep [5] fuzzy, counting both None none source Scrivener [52] other N/A None none content SuperTrust [17] counting N/A None none N/A TrustMe [70] N/A N/A None none N/A Buchegger's [8] probabilistic both None none content Li's [42] probabilistic both knowledge, variability none content
We present five categories of the algorithmic approaches in the literature.
Counting approach:
We classify additive methods into this approach. Computing the reputation as the summation or average of all ratings is widely used in online reputation systems [33] . Among these systems, the simplest form of computing reputation is perhaps counting the positive and negative ratings, like eBay [55] . PET [44] follows this approach, but derives peer trustworthiness from a combination of long-term reputation evaluation and short-term risk evaluation. PeerTrust [81] accumulates the normalized amount of satisfactory experiences, weighted by their credibility. TrustGuard [72] calculates a weighted sum of current reputation, an aggregate of past reputation values, and their fluctuations.
Probabilistic approach: All systems in this category are based on the Beta probability density function. The Beta function is very suitable for processing binary outcomes, and it is used by the Beta reputation system [32] , Travos [54] , Buchegger's system [8] , and Li's system [42] to evaluate reputation from a set of positive and negative experiences. Dirichlet functions have been proposed as a way to extend the basic binary division to a larger, discrete outcome scale [31] , [56] .
Fuzzy approach: Systems in this category apply fuzzy logic [85] to be able to express and reason about uncertainty in reputation information. REGRET [66] uses fuzzy rules when measuring recommendation credibility and neighborhood reputation. FuzzyTrust [71] defines fuzzy rules for computing local trust scores for the buyer and seller, and a global reputation.
Flow approach: This category includes systems that compute reputation based on the flow of transitive trust. EigenTrust [35] aggregates global trust scores by recursively calculating the left principal eigenvector of the matrix representing the local trust values, which are sums of positive and negative ratings. It assumes the existence of pretrusted nodes to speed up the convergence of the computation, and to help resist malicious nodes. PowerTrust's [87] approach is quite similar to that of EigenTrust, but it uses a Bayesian method to generate the local trust values. Credence [78] calculates an estimate of correlation between any two connected nodes, also in a way similar to EigenTrust. Trust can also be propagated through looped or arbitrarily long chains in trust graphs. Of the reviewed systems, NICE [68] follows the chain approach. Guha et al. [24] discuss different forms of atomic trust propagation, including the propagation of distrust. Wang et al. [79] , [80] define two operators drawn from path algebra [58] to deal with the trust propagation and aggregation along different chains. Mui et al. [50] Other approaches: Tran and Cohen [76] only consider direct experiences and employ reinforcement learning. Scrivener [52] only considers pairwise exchanges of content between overlay participants. Further, several systems utilize a map of social relations between peers to help decide their trustworthiness [22] , [82] . This seems to be a promising approach in environments where this kind of social information is readily available, particularly considering that many attacks towards reputation systems have social origins [19] .
Trust/distrust: Distrust is at least as important as trust [24] , although it cannot be propagated the same way as trust: the enemy of your enemy is not necessarily a friend [74] . A few algorithms do not represent distrust information at all [71] , [81] , [87] , while some use the number of satisfactory transactions minus the number of unsatisfactory transactions as a trust value [35] . NICE uses distrust information to help detect malicious users or collusion [68] .
Confidence: Confidence measures how strongly we believe in the correctness of the trust/distrust opinion we have calculated. Sufficient and credible reputation information is needed to ensure confidence in the produced estimate of future behaviour, and the following decision. Flexible multilevel calculation, as first proposed in REGRET [66] , can be applied when specific types of information are not sufficiently available. For example, if there are insufficient direct experiences or recommendations, the reputation of the target node can be deduced from that of its neighbors in a social network graph. Two more models (Travos [54] , Li's [42] ) consider the confidence of trust values. Confidence can increase with more knowledge [54] , as well as less variability [66] , [80] , indicating an agreement among different sources. Users can thus try to gain more knowledge in response to disagreeing sources in order to reach the desired confidence.
Context: Context means the necessary information needed when making decisions. In the case of reputation systems, it includes the value, delivery time, and other qualities of the service claimed by the provider, as well as the specific type of the service. It is important and necessary to include the context information at the point of making decisions. Usually, a reputation system only deals with a limited set of context information. For example, PeerTrust [81] and Trunits [36] model the value of the transaction. In Tran's [76] , sellers can adjust the quality and price of goods to maximize profits, and buyers may have different preferences over the goods. Similarly to Tran's, Roozmand et al. [59] follow the same scheme but consider one more facet of context information, the delivery time.
REGRET [66] also divides reputation into three facets: price, delivery time, and quality.
Recommendation credibility: Credibility measures how strongly we believe the recommendation to be true. This belief can be divided into two parts, based on the source or the content of recommendation. If recommendations are only collected from a selected subset of users, or if information about the source is involved in the credibility analysis, it becomes important to verify the source as well. Approaches to verify the source of recommendation include digital signatures (e.g. Credence [78] ) and random confirmation checks (e.g. P2PRep [5] ). As for the content of recommendation, usually some weighting techniques are used to weaken the effect of potential inaccurate information. We will discuss them in the next section. They are also marked in the fifth column of Table 2 .
Within the calculation dimension, we observe that the situation where the transaction takes place and the credibility of shared information are two important issues for protection and could be targeted by attackers. Attacks and defenses are given in Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. Source verification is further discussed in Section 5.1.1.
Evolution
Reputation evolution captures how the system learns from new information gained through interactions. First and foremost, new first-hand experiences are encoded in local reputation information. Some of the reputation information is also disseminated, and the arriving new information again causes changes in the reputation values. In addition, if recommender trustworthiness is tracked separately, its updates also fall under the evolution dimension.
Much of the previous work is surprisingly static, with little explicit attention given to reputation evolution [25] . There are three reasons for a serious consideration of the updating of reputation. First, reputation systems help decision making in an open environment, and should therefore be able to cope with changes in the environment and actors [11] . Second, as mentioned above, attackers could target the fairness and the up-to-dateness of reputation information. In addition to detecting direct misbehaviour, reputation evolution information can also help to detect malicious recommenders. HTrust [10] , for example, detects dishonest recommenders by the frequency of opinion conflicts. Third, an actor's ability and willingness to provide a good service or relevant recommendations may change over time. As a result, both service reputation and recommender reputation should be tracked.
Many systems consider this evolution dimension only implicitly, i.e. discussing some aspects of it while not explicitly modelling the full updating mechanism, or treating it in an ad hoc manner. Various aspects of reputation evolution brought up in the literature include: 1) the updating of local knowledge based on new input, 2) the triggering of global reputation updates (i.e. when to activate the dissemination process) based on new information, and 3) detecting and reacting to behaviour changes. The definition of events that produce new experiences or ratings also often falls outside the scope of the reputation system specification; in eBay, users manually input their personal opinions into the system, but in many peer-to-peer environments, for example, automated detection of successful transactions is a more likely approach. [76] is an incrementally learning algorithm. They also give update formulae for the expected product value and reputation rating. When using the approximate computation scheme, PeerTrust [81] caches the newly computed trust value. Buchegger's system [8] has two sources to update the reputation, direct experience and compatible indirect experience. Only recommendations that pass a deviation test are deemed to be compatible.
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Recommendation credibility evolution, which takes care of how the credibility of recommenders should be updated based on the current recommendation, is not separately discussed by any of the surveyed systems. An exception is Buchegger's system [8] , whose deviation test can update the recommender credibility in an ad hoc way. In contrast, two functions to maintain information about trustworthiness of an agent both as a service provider and a recommender are used by HTrust [10] . The maintained information is also used to detect dishonest recommenders. Hang et al. [25] propose a "max-certainty" update mechanism, where confidence about the trustworthiness of an agent which is held by recommenders is taken into account, and recommendations are compared with the direct experiences to help evolve the trust value of recommenders.
The trigger for global reputation updates, if specified, is typically the end of a transaction. Some systems (e.g. NICE [68] and Credence [78] ) generate receipts to record direct trust between peers after each transaction. These receipts can still disseminate across the system even when the original recorders are not online. SuperTrust [17] also triggers dissemination of ratings to supernodes at the end of each interaction. PowerTrust [87] dynamically updates the calculated global reputation, especially that of power nodes, in order to identify new power nodes. In Trunits [36] , a dishonest seller will lose the reputation units it has committed for a transaction, while an honest seller regains them and an additional reward.
More emphasis is needed on developing updating models and algorithms for reputation systems, especially compared with the extensive efforts in the reputation calculation dimension. The issues of detecting and reacting to behaviour changes and other detailed defense techniques for this dimension are discussed in Section 5.2.3.
Vulnerabilities and Correlative Attacks and Defenses
In this section, we demonstrate what kinds of vulnerabilities are created when one or more of the security and robustness requirements presented in Section 3 are not met. These vulnerabilities can be exploited in various ways to attack the system and its users. We also present different countermeasures proposed for the attacks. While some measures are very specialized, others represent good practices in reputation system design, and are collected into a set of guidelines for building secure and robust reputation systems in Section 7.
As our requirements, we also divide the related vulnerabilities into two categories: system-based vulnerabilities that relate to the foundation and environment of reputation systems, and metric-based vulnerabilities that tie to the selected reputation metric and its updates.
System-Based Vulnerabilities
We distinguish between three types of system-based vulnerabilities: message vulnerability, node vulnerability and identity management vulnerability.
Message Vulnerability
The message vulnerability category threatens the aspects identified in the dissemination dimension through attack opportunities directed at messages in transit. We have introduced the message authenticity, integrity and confidentiality requirement to address this vulnerability.
Attacks: An eavesdropper threatens message confidentiality only, while an active attacker can intercept messages and do just about anything to them in the open Internet infrastructure: it can stop the message from ever reaching its destination (e.g. to stop negative recommendations about itself), replace it with a message of its own (e.g. a fabricated positive recommendation), modify the original message before allowing it to continue, or simply copy it and replay the same message multiple times, in order to multiply the reputation effect of a single successful transaction.
Defenses: Attacks mounted on the network level, through e.g. spoofing IP addresses and subverting routers, cannot be fully defended against on the application level. However, some attacks are mounted on the application level by e.g. mediators in the reputation network. The surveyed systems apply cryptography, encryption and signatures, to protect message confidentiality, integrity and authenticity. In addition to signatures, some systems aim to protect message authenticity through random confirmation checks; this mostly ensures that assigned mediators in the network have not modified the messages.
PeerTrust [81] uses two layers to ensure the security and integrity of data. The top layer is based on public key cryptography, where each peer of the system has a public and private key pair, while the bottom layer focuses on data availability. SuperTrust [17] adopts an additive encryption function which allows users to process the encrypted messages without opening them. This function helps preserve the sources' privacy and anonymity through the distribution and processing of trust ratings. TrustMe [70] also uses public key cryptography, but with separate key pairs for transactions and reputation reporting. In P2PRep [5] , the query node sends its public key to its peers, so that they can reply with an encrypted message. After that, the query node also chooses some peers to confirm their votes. Credence [78] battles fake votes by issuing digital certificates to the participants. To defend against the replay attack, TrustGuard [72] binds feedback to a specific transaction through a transaction proof which allows it to detect fake transaction reports.
Discussion: PKI-based schemes are commonly used in the surveyed systems to protect messages in transit. Typically, a requester sends his public key along with the request message, and the service provider encrypts the reply message with the requester's public key and signs it with its own private key. The service provider sends the reply message back together with its public key. However, these schemes require underlying infrastructure and processing power, and are therefore not necessarily applicable in e.g. wireless sensor networks [47] and mobile ad hoc networks.
Node Vulnerability
This vulnerability category concerns data storage and processing in the nodes. This is a particularly severe vulnerability for distributed storage; for example, the DHT overlay used by several reputation system proposals is not designed to be secure against malicious actors [14] . We have introduced the tamper-proofing and availability of stored reputation information requirement to address this vulnerability.
Attacks:
We consider two kinds of attacks that strictly relate to reputation systems here: attacks against reputation data storage, and attacks against the node function in a Denial of Service (DoS). In addition to being a target of an attack, a node can misbehave itself. It can do this due to being malicious, or due to having been infiltrated by an attacker, as is usually the case with nodes controlled through malicious botnets. It may well be impossible for a third party to tell these two apart, however, and from an automation point of view it is simplest to react to all malicious behaviour in the same way.
Defenses: Protections to the message vulnerability, such as cryptography schemes and digital signatures, also protect against information tampering within the node. Denial of service is mostly protected against through redundancy, which can also provide protection for reputation data storage. Centralized systems provide a single attractive target for attack to bring the entire system down, which is why they should specifically be protected with redundancy. Distributed systems have their data and resources more evenly spread out, but they are also vulnerable to targeted attacks through the weakest links in the peer network [14] , [16] . SuperTrust [17] works on a K-redundant superpeer network. EigenTrust [35] assigns a set of peers to compute one peer's trust value and then takes a majority vote among them, with the assumption that dishonest nodes are a minority. PeerTrust [81] also uses data replication at its bottom layer. In TrustMe [70] , trust values are stored in several trust-holding agent peers randomly chosen, and a majority vote is taken to select the final value. Scrivener [52] also utilizes redundancy to check the validity of certain claims.
Discussion: Redundancy is essential as malicious nodes might discard data in local storage. Pre-trusted nodes, if they exist, could be used to store reputation data. In this case, redundancy is still necessary as pre-trusted nodes are likely to become the targets of a DoS attack.
Identity Management Vulnerability
The identity management vulnerability results from the openness of reputation systems, as nodes can enter and leave the system more or less freely. While this is a desired property of most reputation systems, it introduces identity management issues that need to be solved. We have introduced the leverage-balanced identity management requirement to address this vulnerability.
Attacks:
In a re-entry attack, a malicious node discards its old disreputable identity and re-enters the system with a new identity. For a Sybil attack [18] , a malicious node enters the system with multiple identities in order to increase its leverage in the community.
Defenses: This vulnerability is extremely difficult to handle in the absence of a central authority who can assign identities in the network based on e.g. the actual identity of the user. Without such a central authority to limit the number of identities a user can assume, a common solution of the surveyed systems is to introduce a cost for generating a new identity. The cost is not necessarily monetary, but it can consist of an investment in time or resources. For example, heavy computation might be required before granting a new identity, such as in Credence [78] does. Another solution is to give some privileges to long-term identities, as proposed in NICE [68] . This policy encourages users to maintain a long-term identity, since a new identity needs to pay more for the same service or has limitations in the amount of trade it is allowed to perform.
Discussion: Cheng and Friedman theoretically prove that in the absence of an identity management infrastructure, global reputation values calculated from an open set of participants can always be subverted by the Sybil attack, while subjective reputation calculated using a trust flow approach appears to be more resistant [13] . Social networks provide a basis for a promising defense against Sybils: Yu et al. [83] - [84] detect Sybils on a social graph based on the insight that the removal of a small set of edges from Sybils will completely disconnect the Sybil identities. Mislove et al. [49] only assign reputation to pairwise relationships based on the assumption that users in a social network do not create relationships arbitrarily. As a result, the effects of Sybils are limited as it is hard for multiple identities to connect to a single user.
Metric-Based Vulnerabilities
We distinguish between three types of metric-based vulnerabilities: lack of context awareness, reputation fabricability and reputation incongruity.
Lack of Context Awareness
Context awareness means including information about the situation of the decision, such as the value of a transaction, in the computational model. When this information is missing, all transactions are treated equally, which causes problems when they are not truly interchangeable. We have introduced the requirement for context-aware decision making to address this vulnerability.
Attacks: In a value imbalance attack, a seller honestly executes small sales and cheats on large ones [37] . In a reputation type exploitation, a service provider who is e.g. good at reporting weather might behave poorly on booking tickets. This is, in essence, a generalization of the attack where a node provides good service but unfair recommendations [21] ; we discuss this specific issue further in the next section.
Defenses: PeerTrust [81] considers transaction context, which can include the value of the transaction. Trunits [36] deals with the value imbalance problem directly by requiring more trunits to be stored at a trusted third party (and lost, in case of misbehaviour) for more valuable transactions. Tran and Cohen's [76] reinforcement learning takes into account the prices of goods in calculating the expected value of the transaction, but it mainly focuses on the adaption of prices. REGRET [66] considers reputation to have multiple facets, which means that e.g. shipping time and goods quality can be traced separately. For the reputation type exploitation problem, a provider-service-value tuple can be used instead of just the provider-value one; different proposals have been made on explicitly encoding the meaning of a rating for a specific type of application environment [3] , [69] . In addition, some systems [45] , [66] adopt the ontology techniques from Semantic Web to compute the similarity between contexts in order to avoid issues with the data sparsity that can follow from distinguishing between too many different contexts.
Discussion: Reputation is context-dependent and context itself is a multi-facet concept [28] , [45] , [51] . It is hard to formalize the context and facets of different applications in a general way. Several existing proposals already incorporate the value of the transaction in the reputation model. Tracking reputation separately for different tasks seems to be a reasonable approach, but must be combined with means to translate reputation information between semantically close contexts in order to ensure that there is at least enough information for a low-confidence decision even if the contexts between earlier experiences and current decision are slightly different. In earlier work, Ruohomaa and Kutvonen have proposed a compromise in the form of tracking reputation based on a set of different assets [63] rather than keeping track of all the activities that may influence them differently; however, this proposal is itself based in an environment where reputation is collected primarily on specific services rather than on the enterprises providing them.
Reputation Fabricability
One central goal of reputation systems is to generate social pressure to behave well, as misbehaviour threatens to lower the node's reputation and reduces its attractiveness as a service provider [57] . However, measuring reputation also creates the motivation and possibility for reputation fabrication. We have introduced the recommendation credibility evaluation requirement to address this vulnerability.
Attacks:
On a high level, reputation attacks consist of either defamation, i.e. slandering honest nodes, or whitewashing, i.e. undeservedly boosting the reputation of malicious nodes. Specialized attacks include e.g. collusion, where multiple nodes cooperate to produce the above effects, and moles [21] , who are honest in actual transactions but provide dishonest ratings when it benefits them.
Defenses: Many systems have studied the problem of unfair ratings. For example, EigenTrust [35] experiments on the moles threat, and malicious collusion to mount reputation attacks is studied in NICE [68] , PeerTrust [81] , and PowerTrust [87] . As a defense, we focus on the credibility of recommendations. Recommendation credibility computation can be done based on 1) the actual content of the recommendation and how well it matches expectations set by other information (e.g. the similarity-based method), or 2) information about its source, such as the source's reputation as a service provider (reputation-based) in general or its track record as a recommender specifically (second-order reputation-based) [33] , [65] . The similarity-based credibility measure calculates the similarity of two nodes by comparing the opinions that they hold towards any other nodes that have had interactions with both of them. The reputation-based credibility measure assumes that a node with good behaviour always Systems that only use direct experiences are not threatened by these attacks, but instead suffer from information sparsity. Nearly all other systems using recommendations make a recommendation credibility analysis. Also, if negative feedbacks are not used, there is no problem of slander, but similarly there is even less defense against whitewashing.
Discussion: Reputation-based recommendation credibility is vulnerable to moles, as moles perform inconsistently at providing services and recommendations. Selecting recommenders instead based on how well their past recommendations match local experiences gives better results. Experimental results of TrustGuard show that similarity-based recommendation credibility outperforms the reputation-based in situations where malicious nodes take a large share and when the malicious nodes form collusions [72] . We conclude that keeping a track record of recommender behaviour is the best solution of the three; it presents a system of second-order punishment (i.e. punishing those who unfairly punish misbehaviour), which has been shown to be vital in maintaining social control within large communities [20] .
Reputation Incongruity
Reputation systems are built on the assumption that a history of past behaviour can be used to predict future behaviour. The reputation incongruity vulnerability results from this assumption being violated. The central problem revolves around reacting to changes. We have introduced the incongruity management in reputation evolution requirement to address this vulnerability.
Attacks:
In the basic attack, nodes use old good reputation built by honest behaviour to cheat for profits. An oscillating node behaves honestly for a while to attain a good reputation, then cheats until its reputation is lost, and repeats this process [72] . Discrimination can also mislead reputation predictions: a node can provide good service to specific nodes and bad service to the rest, or vice versa. For example in systems such as EigenTrust [35] and PowerTrust [87] , the node may provide good service to the pre-trusted nodes only, or only to the ones with a high reputation in systems using reputation-based recommendation credibility. Finally, as there always exists a time lag between the service provision time and the time of the corresponding experience report being disseminated [30] , there is a reputation lag during which a node can cheat for a while before anyone else is notified. This problem is particularly notable in transactions where goods must be delivered over long distance, and honest participation can only be confirmed as the goods arrive.
Defenses:
To ensure accurate predictions of future behaviour based on reputation, it is important to detect and react to any changes in behaviour. For this purpose, it is widely believed that good reputation should be slowly gained but quickly lost. For example PET [44] follows this principle. Some systems (Beta [32] , Buchegger's [8] which also gives a redemption opportunity for misbehaviour, and P2PRep [5] ) discount old information in favour of new, to acknowledge the importance of current behaviour over the past. TrustGuard [72] explicitly models reputation fluctuations to counter the oscillation attack. For the discrimination attack, similarity-based recommendation credibility is considerably more resistant than reputation-based recommendation credibility due to its subjectiveness, while upkeeping a local recommender credibility score is even better. To solve the problem of discrimination, Dellarocas [15] has proposed to conceal the identities of different service requesters. The reputation lag problem is impossible to solve completely because of the unavoidable time lag in transmission of messages and goods. Some efforts have been made against the lag of goods transmission, however: in Trunits [36] , a portion of the seller's reputation is bound to each transaction and kept in a trusted third party, and is only released once the buyer approves the delivered goods. A similar scheme using a trusted third-party arbitrator that stores money instead of reputation has been proposed e.g. by Li and Martin [43] ; this incurs a requirement that the electronic marketplace be centrally controlled by a party that all participants can trust with their money.
Discussion: To alleviate the problem of reputation incongruity, it is necessary to integrate some form of a time dimension and updating mechanism into the reputation model. Ruohomaa et al. have proposed reputation epochs as a mechanism to better react to behaviour changes specifically [61] , [63] . An epoch is a period of consistent behaviour sequences (e.g. all positive experiences), and it can be optimized to different applications by adjusting the epoch detection algorithm and the weighting of the most recent epochs.
Environmental Analysis
In this section, we discuss the different measures proposed in the compared systems within the context of their application areas, be it electronic marketplaces, peer-to-peer networks, or mobile ad hoc networks. These are the three most widely used areas of reputation systems. While different application areas have different goals, they are also sensitive to different vulnerabilities. Sini Ruohomaa Feng Xu
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We summarize the measures each system takes towards meeting our robustness and security requirements in Table 3 . The numbers in the bracket and the following notes connect the measures to the corresponding requirements.
We first focus on the nine reputation systems for electronic marketplaces. Beta [32] and Trunits [36] are centralized reputation systems designed for the e-Commerce environment. Beta builds on the Beta probability density function, evaluates recommendation credibility based on subjective logic, and discounts old ratings. The basic idea in Trunits is quite different. Trunits treats reputation as money. The value of transactions is reasonably modelled into the system through a reputation mortgage which is proportional to the goods value. Table 3 : Protection for requirements of selected reputation systems
System
Protections for the six requirements Beta [32] (5) subjective logic recommendation credibility, (6) old ratings discounting eBay [55] (1,2,3,4) covered fully or in part through a centralized server FuzzyTrust [71] (5) reputation-based recommendation credibility PeerTrust [81] (1) public key cryptography, (2) data replication, (4) transaction value considered, (5) reputation-based/similarity-based recommendation credibility REGRET [66] (4) multi-faceted reputation, (5) reputation and social relation based recommendation credibility, (6) old ratings discounting Tran's [76] (4) transaction value considered, (5) only direct experiences used Travos [54] (5) recommendation record based recommendation credibility Trunits [36] (4) reputation mortgage proportional to transaction value, (5) only direct experiences used TrustGuard [72] (1) fake transaction report detection, (5) similarity-based recommendation credibility, (6) reputation oscillation modeling Credence [78] (1) digital certificate, (3) expensive computation requirement, (5) similarity-based recommendation credibility EigenTrust [35] (2) data and computation replication, (5) reputation-based recommendation credibility NICE [68] (1) digital certificate, (3) pricing privilege, (5) only direct experiences used PET [44] (6) slow gain and quick loss of reputation PowerTrust [87] (5) reputation-based recommendation credibility P2PRep [5] (1) public key cryptography, random confirmation, (6) old ratings discounting Scrivener [52] (2) data replication, (5) only direct experiences used SuperTrust [17] (1) public key cryptography, (2) structural redundancy TrustMe [70] (1) public key cryptography Buchegger's [8] (5) reputation-based recommendation credibility and deviation test, (6) old reputation discounting Li's [42] (5) subjective logic recommendation credibility FuzzyTrust [71] and PeerTrust [81] are two decentralized peer-to-peer e-Commerce reputation systems. From the view of robustness and security, PeerTrust provides protections for the message vulnerability by public key cryptography, for the node vulnerability by data replication, for the context vulnerability by considering the transaction value, and for the reputation credibility by applying a reputation-based or similarity-based measure. In contrast, FuzzyTrust only includes a reputation-based reputation credibility measure, and does not address the other requirements.
REGRET [66] and Tran's [76] are two decentralized systems proposed for multi-agent marketplaces. REGRET filters recommenders and aggregates recommended values based on a social network analysis. It also models multiple facets of reputation and discounts old transaction outcomes. Tran's system expects that a high reputation can boost the sales and allow higher prices. There are no recommendation credibility issues, as only direct experiences are used in the system.
Travos [54] aims to ensure good transactions in multi-agent system. It follows Beta [32] by employing the Beta probability density function. However, Travos uses a different method to evaluate the recommendation credibility, tracking the past recommendation behaviour of recommenders. TrustGuard [72] builds on PeerTrust, and provides reputation management for e-Commerce. It adds three components to deter oscillation attacks, fabricated recommendations on nonexistent transactions, and dishonest recommendations about real transactions, separately.
Among the many rigorous and complicated reputation models or systems in the electronic marketplace, eBay stands out as the only deployed system, and applies a reasonably simple algorithm. For message security, eBay uses SSL encryption when users log in, and saves some details of the transaction history for further examination to determine transaction context. All recommendations are stored and processed by a centralized server.
As a comparative study, we now discuss the robustness and security measures of reputation systems for cooperation in peer-to-peer networks. EigenTrust [35] is a widely studied and cited reputation system for file-sharing Credence [78] is a peer-to-peer file-sharing reputation system deployed on Gnutella. It uses digital certificates to prevent fake votes and requires a central server or expensive computation to mitigate the problem of multiple identities. As to recommendation credibility, Credence takes a similarity-based approach, based on an assumption that dishonest users tend to vote randomly while honest ones do not. PET [44] also aims to help cooperation in a peer-to-peer resource sharing setting. It applies a short-term risk evaluation to keep track of the recent performance of a specific user. This short-term evaluation can mitigate the reputation incongruity vulnerability.
Scrivener [52] aims to discourage freeloading in content distribution systems. It tries to find a credible path to the desired content for the requester, and avoids the recommendation credibility problem by only using first-hand experiences. NICE [68] is another reputation system based on path finding to boost peer-to-peer cooperations. It specifies limitations to what new identities are allowed to do and gives pricing advantages to long-lived identities to discourage re-entries to the system.
P2PRep [5] , SuperTrust [17] , and TrustMe [70] are three reputation management frameworks that focus on the lowlevel infrastructure for peer-to-peer systems. P2PRep proposes a protocol using public key cryptography and random confirmation to protect against message vulnerability. Old reputation information is also discounted in P2PRep. SuperTrust is designed for superpeer networks, and it protects against message vulnerability and node vulnerability through encryption techniques and structural redundancy. TrustMe also uses public key cryptography and hides the rating node's identity to reduce reciprocity. There is also a central server in TrustMe to assign identities to newcomers.
Reputation systems in mobile ad hoc networks are different from the above systems due to the lack of infrastructure and the limited resources [45] . For example, multiple identities are difficult to deter as there is no central server, and PKI algorithms may be too expensive for their worth, as these algorithms often are computationally intense.
Among the surveyed systems, Buchegger's system [8] and Li's system [42] are two examples for mobile ad hoc networks. Buchegger's system uses a deviation test to evaluate the recommendation credibility, and a reputation discounting mechanism to protect against reputation incongruity. Li's system extends the idea of Beta distribution and subjective logic of the Beta system [32] , to apply it in the mobile environment.
Based on the above analysis, we now summarize the environmental properties and the corresponding measures of reputation systems based on the requirements we proposed in Section 3.
Nearly all the systems we surveyed in electronic marketplaces do not consider the first three robustness and security requirements, namely the message authenticity, integrity and confidentiality requirement, tamper-proofing and availability of stored reputation information requirement, and leverage-balanced identity management requirement. An explanation might be that e-Commerce environments often adopt a centralized structure. The central authority can help users handle the vulnerabilities of the underlying network, such as in eBay. In contrast, several systems in peer-to-peer environments consider these requirements because of its open, distributed, and anonymous nature. For example, encryption techniques, replications, and more centralized solutions such as superpeers or servers are applied to fulfil the requirements.
Mobile ad hoc networks are completely distributed and lack computational resources. As a result, reputation systems here seldom make an effort on these three requirements. However, such proposals do exist; further discussion on electronic signature solutions in mobile devices can be found in [60] .
As to the context-aware decision making requirement, it is particularly important for reputation systems in electronic marketplaces to take into account the value of the goods. Four (PeerTrust [81] , REGRET [66] , Tran's [76] , and Trunits [36] ) of our surveyed systems incorporate goods value in the reputation metric, and they all target this environment. To improve user personalization and satisfaction, REGRET [66] and Tran's [76] also consider the issue of different reputation facets. Peer-to-peer and mobile environments might also incorporate the importance of the protected resource into reputation systems in the future.
For the recommendation credibility evaluation requirement, which is relevant for all systems using third-party recommendations, nearly all surveyed systems believe that recommendations should be weighted (in systems that focus on reputation calculation, e.g. PeerTrust [81] ) or checked (in systems that focus on underlying infrastructure, e.g. P2PRep [5] ). The latter approach alone does not protect against dishonesty, however.
Intuitively, the incongruity management in reputation evolution requirement should be considered in all areas equally, just like the previous requirement. After analyzing the systems, we find that although there is no particular preference in different areas, not many systems try to meet this requirement in contrast to the recommendation credibility requirement. The simple measures of giving more weight to more recent information or to negative experiences do
Guidelines for Developing Robust and Secure Reputation Systems
In this section, we set out to fulfil the requirements set in Section 3, and present guidelines based on and extending the topical practices gleaned from our literature review. All system design should involve an analysis of the specific robustness and security needs of that system. However, we assert that in the case of reputation systems, particularly in the context of e-Commerce, our six requirements should always be fulfilled.
The first three requirements have a strong influence on the dissemination dimension of reputation systems, as described in Section 4. While there are ready solutions available for e.g. cryptographical services and the issues may therefore seem unimportant, applying the solutions may interfere with the reputation system if the requirements are not explicitly considered in its design. This is why we find that in order to attain credibility, a reputation system must address these "low-level" requirements as well.
Ensuring message authenticity, integrity and confidentiality is a task which naturally lends itself to being solved with a cryptography scheme. Typically asymmetric, public key cryptography is used, as it does not require a secure channel for distributing any shared secret keys.
For authenticity, public keys must be reliably bound to the identities of the actors within the reputation system. A public key infrastructure (PKI) is needed to ensure that the key actually belongs to the given communication partner, and not an impostor intercepting the communication. Centralized certificate authorities, such as Verisign (Site 2), can bind a key to e.g. the real-world identity of a service provider. Also, a centralized identity management system for an electronic marketplace can act as a certificate authority when it generates identities that only exist within the marketplace: public keys can then form the actual identity of an actor. The issues of PKI in different environments are further discussed in related work [9] , [40] - [41] .
Once the key infrastructure is in place, ensuring integrity and confidentiality becomes relatively simple: signing all messages with the sender's secret key ensures that tampering is detected, and encrypting all messages with the recipient's public key ensures that only the recipient can read their contents. As such cryptography services are widely available in ready implementations, there is no need to invent new schemes from scratch unless the application area is very constrained on processing power. The main concern is whether there are issues in fitting signatures and encryption with the dissemination model, as for example anonymous recommendations will require special attention.
Tamper-proofing and ensuring the availability of stored reputation information is most directly addressed by storing the relevant reputation information in each decision-making node. Of all forms of tampering, information omission is most difficult to protect against with cryptography, and a third-party storage is in an excellent position to delete information that could be beneficial to its competitors or detrimental to its allies. Trusted third-party witnesses, i.e. notary services, form a potentially expensive but effective protection against omission, in addition to also enabling an audit trail useful for verifying specific experiences.
First-hand storage comes with a communication and storage cost. In addition, many reputation schemes will want to provide newcomers with some existing, shared information as well, and in some cases this requires extending trust towards the mediators caching this information. When shared storage is used, the application of a central server promises to solve most issues, but in return it must be trusted not to tamper with the information itself. Protection against denial of service attacks would then be mostly a matter of resource replication.
In the electronic marketplace, banks taking care of monetary traffic typically already form one type of trusted actor. It could be reasonable to assume that a similar service, building its business on trustworthiness, could be employed to handle reputation information bootstrapping for newcomers. It could handle the storage altogether, although at a greater risk. Currently, such solutions are provided in traditional marketplaces by e.g. accreditors such as the Better If the above options are not plausible, we must consider whether additional leverage gained in the reputation system is worth real money. If it is, as it may well be in an electronic marketplace, simple computational puzzles are unlikely to sufficiently increase the price of each identity to balance for the gained leverage. In this case, a new identity must either cost money, or its leverage must be drastically reduced.
The leverage of multiple identities can be reduced by using a subjective, flow-based reputation metric rather than a symmetric or "global" reputation metric. In a flow-based metric, influence in the system is not determined by the number of votes you can give, but the number of actors who trust you and who, in turn, are trusted by other actors. An isolated clique of Sybils that has no trust relationship with honest nodes cannot influence decisions outside the clique. In summary, making multiple identities impossible is hardly necessary; they simply must cost enough or be too inefficient that e.g. a Sybil attack is no longer attractive.
Supporting context-aware decision making is another requirement where neither extreme, context-free decisions nor very deeply classified contexts, solve the actual needs of a reputation system. Some context is needed, but some generalizations are also necessary or the available information becomes too sparse to be useful. For e-Commerce, we propose two basic features to consider:
• For reputation information, provide a measure of the value (or utility) wagered in a transaction. Divide this into more dimensions as necessary, but separate the scales for how well expectations were fulfilled and what the value of the transaction was. Use the value of the transaction to give more weight to high-value transactions in reputation calculation.
• For decision-making, separate reputation earned from high-value transactions from that from low-value transactions and use the appropriate category primarily for the decision, depending on the stake at hand. A lower-confidence decision can be produced with mismatched information, i.e. a decision about high-value transactions deduced from information about low-value transactions, but for this the system should also be able to take advantage of confidence information.
If factors such as competence for the task [77] must also be considered, they may be best to include in the decision separately. While separate reputation scores can reasonably be kept on a handful of orthogonal tasks, more detailed matching requirements may make information too sparse, and therefore require translation of reputation from one category to another. Again, if confidence in the resulting decision is represented separately, these kinds of translations between categories can be done when insufficient information would otherwise be available.
Evaluating recommendation credibility is the single most important method for catching misinformation from the recommenders. Lying about the behaviour of other nodes should always have a negative impact on reputation; only this kind of second-order punishment system allows communities to scale up in size. Due to this, basing credibility as a recommender only on a node's behaviour as a service provider is insufficient; it leaves the system vulnerable against moles.
In addition to analyzing the credibility of the recommendation source, the recommendation itself can be examined in its context. Recommendations differing from majority opinion can be signed off as outliers, for example; whether a single negative recommendation is the result of a dishonest recommender or the service provider behaving discriminatorily against that particular recommender, the usefulness of the recommendation is likely to be low for this specific decision-maker. On the other hand, recommendations similar to the evaluator's own experiences may be readily accepted as supporting evidence. In fact, should the evaluator be subjected to discrimination itself, only recommenders similar to itself are of any use as information sources.
The details of how the "credibility reputation" of a recommender should be updated, and how to configure the combined credibility analysis, are decisions more dependent on the application context. We find that the former question merits further research, however, and are currently investigating contractually governed reputation systems based on objective, verifiable experiences [64] .
Finally, managing incongruities in reputation evolution requires changing our viewpoint from information gathering to change detection. As a decision-making tool, a reputation system actually has two major tasks: sorting other actors into well-behaved and ill-behaved, and reacting promptly when this categorization turns out to be incorrect. Supporting both of these two goals with a single, flat reputation information model is a daunting task, and the reputation evolution aspect has been widely neglected.
Instead of simply waiting for gained positive reputation to be used up due to misbehaviour, reputation systems must actively aim to detect and react to incongruities and provide information about them to use in decisions. The reputation epoch mechanism we have described in earlier work by Ruohomaa et al. [61] is one flexible approach to this, and we will expand on it in future work. However, it is only one possible solution. The lessons learned from anomaly detection within computer network security should prove useful for this goal, as well as data mining research on novelty detection in time series (for an introduction, see e.g. [75] ).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have identified and analyzed common requirements and vulnerabilities of reputation systems in different application areas. Through applying our decomposition framework to a set of selected reputation systems, we have drawn relevant attacks and defense mechanisms to shared vulnerabilities. Moreover, we have studied different application areas of reputation systems, and categorized the environmental characteristics in terms of the requirements. Finally, we have provided a set of guidelines to build robust and secure reputation systems.
Many attacks towards reputation systems have social origins, and may therefore be best addressed through solutions based on the same theme. As with the Sybil attack, social relationship modelling may prove to be better at solving many of our problems than any flat statistical analysis. The question then becomes how to detect these relationships, particularly in distributed systems without any global trust information available. This should provide an interesting avenue for future work.
Security and robustness require tradeoffs. Instead of aiming for producing impenetrable systems that may be entirely unusable, a balance must be sought between costs and gains. It is particularly useful to know and realistically model the cost and value of each attack from the attacker's perspective. The more valuable a good reputation is, the higher motivation there is to mount a reputation attack. Making an attack sufficiently costly that it becomes less attractive to an attacker is a simpler and often better solution than making the attack downright impossible. In the end, instead of addressing possible attacks one at a time, we should focus on addressing vulnerabilities, through identifying the security and robustness requirements of the application context and fulfilling them to our best ability.
